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ORE, Md. (July 31, 2017) – With the number of ssecurity breaaches and cyyber-attacks on
BALTIMO
the rise and
a reports of
o the financcial burden of
o these varyying from $4400 billion a year to $2.1
1
trillion byy 2019, cybe
er-security experts may soon
s
have a new tool in
n the fight aggainst onlinee
threats. Patrick
P
Rubin-Delanchy, Heilbronn Research
R
Felllow in Statisstics at the U
University off
Oxford, will
w present a new statistical method
d for monitooring networrks to autom
matically detect
“strange behavior” and
a ultimately prevent in
ntrusion on Monday, Jully 31, at the 2017 Joint
Statisticaal Meetings (JSM).
(
Data arissing in cyber-security applications offten have a nnetwork stru
ucture. A too
ol that monitors
networkss has access to massive amounts
a
of data of whicch “normal” behavior caan be observved.
“Since daata on intrussions is lacking,” notes Rubin-Delanc
R
chy “accuratte statistical modeling of
connectivvity behavio
or has importtant implications, particcularly for neetwork intru
usion detectiion.”
Rubin-De
elanchy—in collaboratio
on with Nick Heard, readder in statistiics at Imperiial College
London, and Carey Priebe, professor of statistics at The JJohns Hopkiins Universitty—has
develope
ed a “linear algebraic”
a
ap
pproach to network
n
anoomaly detecttion, in whicch nodes aree
embedde
ed in a finite
e dimensionaal latent space, where coommon stattistical, signaal-processingg and
machine--learning me
ethodologiess are then avvailable. Theey illustrate results from
m their
methodo
ology on network flow data collected
d at Los Alam
mos Nationaal Laboratoryy.
In contraast with traditional cyberr-security ap
pproaches likke anti-viruss software, tthe new
methodo
ology is not based
b
on hand-engineerred signaturees, but ratheer machine llearning in w
which
programs can accesss and use the
e data and le
earn for them
mselves. “Ou
ur anticipatiion is that th
his
t cyber-seccurity in the future.”
model will provide a more robusst approach to
Additionaal presentattions about cybersecurit
c
y at JSM wil l be led by o
other renowned experts,
includingg the following:
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Media can attend JSM for FREE, but must pre-register by emailing Jill Talley, ASA public
relations manager, at jill@amstat.org.

###
About JSM 2017
JSM 2017 is the largest gathering of statisticians and data scientists in the world, taking place
July 29–August 3, 2017, in Baltimore. Occurring annually since 1974, JSM is a joint effort of the
American Statistical Association, International Biometric Society (ENAR and WNAR), Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, Statistical Society of Canada, International Chinese Statistical
Association, International Indian Statistical Association, Korean International Statistical Society,
International Society for Bayesian Analysis, Royal Statistical Society and International Statistical
Institute. JSM activities include oral presentations, panel sessions, poster presentations,
professional development courses, an exhibit hall, a career service, society and section business
meetings, committee meetings, social activities and networking opportunities.

About the American Statistical Association
The ASA is the world’s largest community of statisticians and the oldest continuously operating
professional science society in the United States. Its members serve in industry, government
and academia in more than 90 countries, advancing research and promoting sound statistical
practice to inform public policy and improve human welfare. For additional information, please
visit the ASA website at www.amstat.org.
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